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Abstract 
We introduce the simple abstract Voronoi diagram in 3-space as an abstraction of the usual Voronoi diagram. We 
show that the 3-dimensional simple abstract Voronoi diagram of n sites can be computed in O(/~ 2) expected time 
using O(n 2) expected space by a randomized algorithm. The algorithm is based on the randomized incremental 
construction technique of Clarkson and Shor (1989). We apply the algorithm to some concrete types of such 
diagrams: power diagrams, diagrams under ellipsoid convex distance functions, and diagrams under the Hausdorff 
distance for sites that are parallel segments all having the same length. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Preliminaries 
The Voronoi diagram is an important data structure in computational geometry. Given rz sites in 
d-space, the Voronoi diagram partitions d-space into n regions, one for each site. The region of a 
site p consists of all points in d-space that lie closer to p than to any of the other sites. For a survey 
on Voronoi diagrams and their applications we refer to Aurenhammer [2] and Okabe et al. [19]. 
In the plane, efficient methods for computing the diagram under the Euclidean metric have been 
found: the divide-and-conquer method of Shamos and Hoey [20], the sweep-line method of Fortune 
[9], the lifting method of Brown [4], and of Edelsbrunner and Seidel [8]. The Voronoi diagrams under 
convex distance functions were considered by Chew and Drysdale [5], they gave a divide-and-conquer 
algorithm for computing these diagrams. 
Klein [13] recognized that many types of planar Voronoi diagrams can be regarded as specializations 
of only one type of diagram, which he calls abstract Voronoi diagrams. He proposed an axiomatic 
~Most part of this work was done while the author was with FernUniversit/it Hagen, Praktische Informatik VI, 
58084 Hagen, Germany. This research was partly supported by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft gr nt K1 655/2-2. An 
extended abstract of this paper appeared in the Proceedings of the 10th International Conference on Fundamentals of
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approach that is based on the concept of bisecting curves rather than the concept of proximity derived 
from a concrete distance measure. For each pair of sites p and q, he assumes the existence of a bi- 
infinite bisecting curve that divides the plane into a p-region and a q-region. The Voronoi region of a 
site p is defined to be the intersection of all p-regions for different q's. Voronoi regions are assumed 
to be simply-connected and to partition the plane. Klein develops a divide-and-conquer algorithm to 
compute the planar abstract Voronoi diagrams in O(r~ log n) time. 
Mehlhorn, Meiser, O'Dfnlaing and Klein [14,18] show how to construct the planar abstract Voronoi 
diagram in O(n log n) expected time incrementally b  adding the sites one by one in random order and 
maintaining the diagram constructed so far. Their algorithm is based on the randomized incremental 
construction technique of Clarkson and Shor [7] and its improvement [3]. 
In this paper we present a generalization of the concept of abstract Voronoi diagram to 3-space. 
However, we don't try to keep the set of axioms to be minimal and we allow them to contain redun- 
dancy; moreover we assume, by analogy with the case of the Euclidean metric, that the intersection of 
bisectors atisfy certain specific conditions. We develop an algorithm for computing such diagrams. 
Similar to the axiomatic approach of Klein we postulate, for each pair of sites p and q, the existence 
of a bisecting surface B(p, q) that divides 3-space into a p-region and a q-region. We defne the 
Voronoi region of a site p to be the intersection of all p-regions for different q's. Further, we assume 
that Voronoi regions are either empty or homeomorphic to a 3-ball and partition 3-space. Since the 
non-degenerate Voronoi diagram in the Euclidean metric should serve as a model for our axioms, we 
assume that, given 5 sites p, q, r, s and t, the set B(p, q) n B(q, r) is a bi-infinite curve, the set 
B(p, q) n B(q, r) N B(r, s) is a point, and the set B(p, q) n B(q, r) n B(r, s) N B(s, t) is empty; in 
addition, we require that bisecting surfaces hould intersect transversely. The diagram arising this way 
is called the (3-dimensional) simple abstract Voronoi diagram. We present an algorithm that constructs 
the simple abstract Voronoi diagram in O(n 2) expected time and O(n 2) expected space. The algorithm 
generalizes the approach for the planar case [14,18] and is an instance of the randomized incremental 
construction of Clarkson and Shor, but the history graph [3] is used instead of the original conflict 
graph. 
Our algorithm can be applied to computing the power diagram [1], also called Voronoi diagram in 
the Laguerre geometry, in O(n 2) expected time using O(n 2) expected space. Previously, the algorithm 
in [1] of Aurenhammer--when specialized to 3-space---constructs thepower diagram by computing a
certain convex hull in 4-space; it runs in O(n 2) time using O(n 2) space. 
Our algorithm computes the Voronoi diagram of points in general position under any ellipsoid convex 
distance within the O(n 2) resource bounds. Previously, one constructs his diagram in O(n 2) time using 
O(n 2) space by employing certain space transformations to reduce it to an Euclidean Voronoi diagram. 
In [22], Wagner develops a randomized incremental gorithm for constructing the Euclidean Voronoi 
diagram; however, his analysis relies entirely on properties of the Euclidean metric. Inagaki et al. 
[12] present a practical incremental gorithm for computing the Euclidean Voronoi diagram without 
analyzing the complexity bounds. 
We give a characterization f non-ellipsoid convex distance functions which indicates that, within 
the class of convex distance functions, exactly the ones whose unit sphere is an ellipsoid give rise to 
bisecting surfaces that satisfy our axioms (provided that the sites are points in general position). 
Our algorithm applies to computing the diagram under the Hausdorff distance of sites that are 
parallel segments all of which have the same length. 
We will use bd A, int A and A to denote the boundary, interior and closure of a subset A C IR 3. 
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2. Simple abstract Voronoi diagrams in 3-space 
Let n E N, and let S : {1, . . . ,  n - 1}. We define a dominance system over S to be a family 
D = {D(p, q) [ p, q E S and p ¢ q} of subsets of 3-space satisfying 
1. D(p, q) is a non-empty open subset of 3-space; 
2. D(p,q) M D(q,p) : ~ and bdD(p,q) : bdD(q,p); 
3. /3(p, q) := bdD(p,  q) is homeomorphic to a plane in 3-space. 
The elements of S are sites, the surface t3(p, q) is the bisector ofp and q, and D(p, q) is the region 
of dominance of p over q. 
Definition 1. We set 
R(p ,q)=I  D(p'q)UB(p'q) '  i fp<q,  
(1) 
L D(p,q), i fp  > q, 
and define the extended Voronoi region of p with respect o S, denoted EVR(p, S), by 
EVR(p, S) : N R(p, q). (2) 
qES 
qCP 
The Voronoi region of p with respect o S is defined to be 
VR(p, S) = int EVR(p, S). (3) 
The abstract Voronoi diagram of S, denoted V(S), is defined by 
V(S) = U bd VR(p, S). (4) 
peS 
A dominance system is admissible if
1. the intersection of any set of bisectors can be described as the union of a finite number of faces, 
curves and points; 
2. for all non-empty subsets S ~ of S 
(a) VR(p, S p) is either empty or homeomorphic to an open 3-ball, 2 
(b) R 3 = UpEs' EVR(p, S'). 
Definition 2. A face f of V(S) is a maximal connected subset of V(S) so that every point x E f 
lies on the boundary of exactly two Voronoi regions. An edge e (respectively vertex v) of V(S) is 
a 1-dimensional (respectively 0-dimensional) maximal connected subset of V(S) so that every point 
x E e (respectively v) lies on the boundary of exactly k Voronoi regions with some k ~> 3. 
It is convenient to assume that each Voronoi region VR(p, S), with p E S, is bounded. To ensure 
this, we use a "bounding sphere trick". The trick consists in introducing a symbolic huge bounding 
sphere that encloses all finite features of the system of bisectors in an appropriate way. 
2 I.e., a set of the form {(x, y, z) E ]~3 I x2 ~- y2 + z 2 < 1}. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Restriction ofthe part of ,A(S) that lies outside F onto a bisector. (b) Local shapes of the simple abstract Voronoi 
diagram. 
Definition 3. A symbolic bounding sphere, denoted/' ,  is a surface homeomorphic to a 2-sphere 3 so 
that for all distinct p, q E S: 
(1) /~ and B(p, q) intersect ransversely in a simple closed curve. 
(2) Let .A(S) denote the cell complex induced by the set of all bisectors B(p, q) for all distinct p, q E S. 
Then the part of the restriction of the cell complex .A(S) onto B(p, q) that lies outside/" consists 
only of 1-cells and 2-cells which are homeomorphic to a halfline or a halfplane, respectively, see 
Fig. l(a). 
We add a site cx~ to S and define B(p, ~)  =/3(c~,p)  -- F, for any p E S with p ~ ~.  Let D(p, ~)  
and D(c~,p) denote the inner and outer domain bounded by F, respectively. We add D(p, cx~) and 
D(c~,p) to 79, for all p E S \ {~}.  
Definition 4. The system of bisectors derived from a dominance system 79 is called simple if 
(1) Forallp, q,r,s,t E S \  {~},  
(a) B(p, q) and B(p, r) intersect ransversely. Let B(p, q, r) = B(p, q) rq B(p, r), we require that 
B(p, q, r) does not depend on the order of p, q, r in the triple. 
(b) B(p, q, r) and B(p, s) intersect ransversely. We set B(p, q, r, s) = B(p, q, r) N B(p, s) and 
require that B(p, q, r, 8) does not depend on the order of p, q, r, s in the quadruple. 
(c) B(p, q, r) is homeomorpbic toa line, B(p, q, r, s) consists of exactly one point, and B(p, q, r, s) 
and B(p, t) have empty intersection. 
(2) With respect o any non-empty subsets St of S hold: 
(a) Each bounded Voronoi region is either empty or homeomorphic to an open 3-ball. The closure 
of any non-empty bounded Voronoi region is homeomorpbic to a closed 3-ball. The boundary 
of any non-empty bounded Voronoi region is homeomorphic to a 2-sphere. 
(b) All edges and vertices of V(S ~) are locally equivalent to that of the non-degenerate Euclidean 
Voronoi diagram; i.e., for any point x of an edge (respectively for any vertex v) of V(S~), 
there is a neighborhood U of x (respectively v) so that U N V(S ~) looks like as illustrated in 
Fig. l(b). 
3 I.e., a set of the form {(x, y, z) E R 3 Ix 2 + y2 jr z2 = 1). 
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Definitions 4(2) and 4(1) are consistent; indeed, it can be easily seen that non-degenerate systems of 
bisectors under the Euclidean distance is a model for them. However, they contain some redundancy; in 
the forthcoming paper [17] we show, for example, that Definition 4(2) can be derived from Definition 
4(1). From now on we consider simple systems of bisectors, and call V(S) the simple abstract Voronoi 
diagram. 
The following notations are used in this paper: for R C S, let Edge(R) and Vert(R) denote the set 
of edges and vertices of V(R), respectively. 
We now proceed along the general ines of the approach for the planar abstract Voronoi dia- 
gram [14,18]. 
3. Adding a site 
The incremental algorithm described in Section 5 constructs the simple abstract Voronoi diagram 
by adding the sites one by one, and maintaining the appropriate data structures. In this section we 
investigate the changes of the current simple abstract Voronoi diagram when a new site is inserted. 
Throughout this section let R C S with e<~ C R, IRI >/4 and u E S \ R. 
Lemma 5. Let lg :-- VR(u, R tO {u}). If Lt ~ (~ then V(R) fq Lt is a non-empty connected set that 
intersects bd/g. 
Proof, Assume to the contrary that V(R) N lg is empty. Then H c VR(p, R) for some p c R \ {cxz}. 
Thus VR(p, R t_) {u}) is not homeomorphic to the open 3-ball. This contradicts Definition 4(2)(a). 
Suppose to the contrary that V(R)fq H is not connected. Let Sl,S2,...,gk be the connected 
components of S : V(R) N H. We prove that each gj intersects bdU, or equivalently, no gj is 
entirely contained in H. Suppose to the contrary that gj C H for some j. Then there is a 2-sphere 
3 t- C H so that gj is contained in the inner domain bounded by ~,  and 5 r does not intersect V(R). 
Thus 5 t" c VR(r, R) for some r E R \ {c~}. Since each bounded Voronoi region is homeomorphic to 
an open 3-ball, ~ and its inner domain belong to VR(r, R), a contradiction. 
Assume k ~> 2. We know from above that V(R) N bdH consists of two disjoint closed subsets D1 
and 792, where 791 : £1  A bdL/and 792 ----- (£2 13 . . .  I_J £k) N bdH. Thus, there exists a simple closed 
curve C c bdH such that D1 and D2 are contained in disjoint domains of bdH \ C. See Fig. 2. 
Further, there is a closed disk 4 79 with boundary C such that 
1. the set 79 \ C is contained in H; 
2. the sets £1 and £2 are contained in disjoint complementary domains of 79 in H. 
From 79A£ : 0 we have 79AV(R) : (~. Thus 7 9 C VR(r, R) for a site r C R \  {cx~}. From C c 79 it 
follows that all sufficiently small neighbourhoods U(C) of C are contained in VR(r, R). Thus, there is 
a closed disk Q with boundary C such that the set Q \ C is contained in VR(r, R U {u}) C VR(r, R). 
The union 79 U Q is homeomorphic to a 2-sphere and, from above, is contained in VR(r, R). Moreover, 
79 tO Q contains either gl or £2 in its interior. This contradicts Definition 4(2)(a). [] 
Next we investigate the topology of the intersection of the new region with a face of V(R). 
4 By a closed isk we mean aset that is homeomorphic to the set {(x, y) E R E I x2 -~- y2 ~ 1}. 
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Fig. 2. The union of the surfaces 7 J and Q forms a 2-sphere that contains either Sl or g2 
Lemma 6. Let lg := VR(u, R U{u}), and let f be a face of V ( R ). Assume that f is simply-connected. 
If f n bl ~ 0 then 
1. The set f \ ~ is simply-connected (if it is not empty). The intersection o f f  and U is homeomorphic 
to a closed disk. 
2. The intersection of bd f and lg is homeomorphic toa closed interval or a simple closed curve. 
Proof. For any r E S \ {p, q} with p ~ c~, we set fpq(r) = B(p, q) n D(p, r). Definitions 4(1)(a) 
and 4(1)(c) imply that fpq(y), as a subspace of B(p, q), is homeomorphic either to a halfplane (if both 
q and r are different from ac) or a disk (if q or r is cx~). We need some notations: if q -- ~ we 
set B(p, q, r) = 1 ~ n B(p, r), and if r -- oe we set B(p, q, r) -- F n B(p, q). Observe that fpq(r) is 
bordered by the curve B(p, q, r), and that each face of V(R) that separates VR(p, R) and VR(q, R) is 
a maximal connected subset of fpq(R) := nr~n\{p,q} fpq(r). In the following assume that f separates 
the Voronoi regions of sites p and q. 
1. Since f \ ~ = f n fpq(U) and y n ~ = f \ fpq(U), where fpq(u) is bordered by the curve 
B(p, q, u), and due to the definition of simplicity, B(p, q, u) and the boundary of f intersect properly 
whenever they intersect, he claim follows if we can prove that B(p, q, u) and bd f intersect in exactly 
two points whenever they intersect. Notice that bd f consists of pieces of curves of the form B(p, q, r), 
each of which does not run into f.  We now turn to the proof of the claim, which is by contradiction. 
We consider only the non-trivial case B(p, q, u) n bd f  ~ 0. We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: q ¢ cx~. The curve B(p, q, u) is homeomorphic to a line. Assume, for the sake of contradic- 
tion, that ]B(p, q, u) N bdf ]  ~> 3. Let :el, x2 and x3 denote the first three points of B(p, q, u) N bdf ,  
indexed in the order of their appearance on B(p, q, u). Let the piece of bd f around x2 be constituted 
by the curve B(p, q, r) for some r. 
Subcase r ~ ~.  The curve B(p, q, r) is homeomorphic to a line as shown in Fig. 3(a). It enters the 
interior of the disk bordered by the segment z2x3 of B(p, q, u) and the segment 372373 of the boundary 
of f .  Since B(p, q, r) does not enter f ,  it must exit the disk above by crossing 13(p, q, u) at a second 
point y C B(p, q, r, u), contradicting Definition 4(1)(c). 
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Fig. 3. Intersection of B(p, q, u) and B(p, q, r). 
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Fig. 4. Face f is part of the 2-sphere F. 
Subcase r = cx~. The curve B(p, q, r) is a simple closed curve, see Fig. 3(b). The proof is similar 
to that for the subcase above and is omitted• 
Case 2: q = oo. Face f is a part of the bisector B(p, c~), which is the surface F,  see Fig. 4. The curve 
B(p, oo, u) is a simple closed curve that crosses bd f properly. Let xl be a point in B(p, cx~, u) • bd f 
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Fig. 5. Curves B(p, r, u) and B(p, s, u) cannot intersect inexactly one point. 
at which B(p, vc, u) enters f .  For the sake of contradiction, suppose that ]B(p, oo, u) n bdf l  ~> 3. 
Let x2 and x3 be two points of B(p, c~, u) A bdf  that follow zl in the order of their appearance on 
B(p, co, u). Around xi, the boundary of f is contributed by a piece of B(p, oo, r) for some site r. Set 
B(p, cxD, r, u) = FNB(p, r, u), which consists of exactly two points B(p, c~, r, U)l and B(p, oo, r, u)2. 
Then, without loss of generality, xl = B(p, ~ ,  r, u)l and the simple closed curve B(p, c~, r) intersects 
B(p, oo, u) at the second point B(p, ~ ,  r, u)2. 
Similarly, around x3, the boundary of f is contributed by a piece of B(p, oo, s) for some s, 
which must intersect B(p, c~z, u) in a second point B(p, ec, s, u)2 (the first intersection point is 
x3 = B(p, c~, s, U)l). Since B(p, cx~, s) already intersects B(p, c~, u) in two points, namely, x3 = 
B(p, oc, s, u)l and B(p, oc, s, u)2, it does not intersect he segment of B(p, ~ ,  r) that connects 
B(p, oo, r, u)2 and xl and that is contained in the same complementary domain of B(p, ~c, u) as 
the segment XZX 3 of bd f.  
Restrict our attention ow to what happens on t3(p, u). By Definition 4(1)(c), the curves B(p, r, u) 
and B(p, s, u), which lie on B(p, u), intersect in exactly one point. But this is impossible, because from 
the discussion above the cyclic order of the points of B(p, c~, r, u) and B(p, c~, s, u) on B(p, oo, u) 
is B(p, ~ ,  r, u)l ~-+ B(p, c~, r, u)2 +-+ B(p, oo, s, u)l *-~ t3(p, oo, s, u)2, which implies that the curves 
B(p, r, u) and B(p, s, u) must intersect in an even number of points, see Fig. 5. 
2. Obvious by the proof of claim 1. [] 
Observation 1. By a simple induction argument (based on the number of sites and starting with four 
sites, c~ included), using Lemma 6, we obtain that all faces of V(R) are simply-connected• 
We call the skeleton of the Voronoi diagram of R the set 
Skel(R):= ( U e)  t_J ( U x ) .  
eEEdge(R) xCVert(R) 
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Fig. 6. The dotted curve PPI lies in Skel(R) N/./. 
Lemma 7. If Lt # 0 then 
1. The intersection of Skel(R) and bt is "a non-empty connected set. 
2. The intersection of Skel(R) and bdL/ is non-empty and is not just a single point. 
Proof. 1. Assume for the sake of contradiction that Skel(R) N/g = 0. Then /g does not intersect 
any face of V(R), since, otherwise, there is a face f of V(R) so that both f \/,4 and f n /4  are 
not empty, which together with the assumption Skel(R) n L/ = 0 implies that f \ U is not simply- 
connected, contradicting Observation 1. Thus/.4 C VR(p, R) for some p C R \ {oc}. Consequently, 
VR(p, R U {9}) is not homeomorphic to the 3-ball, contradicting Definition 4(2)(a). We conclude that 
Skel(R) N U ¢ 0. 
Let P and Q be any two points of Skel(R) n /A. By Lemma 5, the set V(R) N U is non-empty 
and connected. Thus there is a path C contained in V(R) N U that connects P and Q. Let fp  be 
the face of V(R) so that C enters fp when leaving Skel(R) n L/ the first time, see Fig. 6. Further, 
let P1 E C be the point at which C leaves fp  the last time. Applying Lemma 6, we can connect P 
and /91 by a curve segment PP1 with PPl C bd fp  N H, clearly PP1 C Skel(R) N/g. Repeating 
this procedure for the path C \ PP1, starting from /='1, we get a point P2 and a curve segment 
PIP2 C Skel(R) N U connecting P1 and P2. Proceeding this way iteratively, we obtain a sequence 
of curve segments PP1, PIP2,..., PmQ lying in Skel(R) nb/. Finally, using the fact that the union 
of two intersecting connected sets is connected, we conclude that there is a path in Skel(R) n U that 
connects P and Q. 
2. Follows from claim 1 and the definition of simplicity. [] 
The following lemma describes the possible forms of the intersection of U with an edge e of V(R). 
Lemma 8. Let e E Edge(R). If e n lg ¢ 0 then e n lg is a single component, and e \ Lt is also a 
single component (possibly empty). 
Proof. Let p, q and r be the sites defining e, i.e., e is contained in the closure of the p-, q- and r-region 
of V(R). First, observe that e borders a face f separating the p- and q-region, and that e C B(p, q, r). 
Without loss of generality assume that p ¢ oc. Since e n L /= e \ fpq(U) and e \ L /= e n fpq(U) (the 
notation fpq(.) has been introduced in the proof of Lemma 6) it suffices to prove that bd fpq(U), which 
is B(p, q, u), intersects e in at most one point. We distinguish two cases: 
Case 1: both q, r ¢ oc. Clearly, e and B(p, q, u) intersect at most in the point B(p, q, r, u). 
Case 2: without loss of generality r = oc. Let vl and v2 be the endpoints of e. To prove the claim, 
we prove that B(p, q, u) intersects e in at most one point. Assume for the sake of contradiction that 
B(p, q, u) intersects e in more than one point. Then, by Definition 3(2), it must intersect e in exactly 
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Fig. 7. Edge e is part of the closed curve B(p, q, oo). 
two points. Denote the points of the intersection of B(p, q, u) and e by Xl and x2, see Fig. 7. By 
Lemma 6, the segment x13c2 of B(p, q, u) does not intersect bd f  \ e, so it does not enter the inner 
domain of the closed curve formed by bdf  \ e and B(p, q, oe) \ e. Let e t be the edge of f incident o 
Vl (different from e), and let e t be constituted by B(p, q, s) for some site s. Then, the curves B(p, q, u) 
and B(p, q, s) do not intersect in the interior of the closed curve B(p, q, cxD), so they must intersect in 
its exterior, contradicting Definition 3(2). [] 
We are now in a position to estimate the complexity of the simple abstract Voronoi diagram in 3-space. 
Lemma 9. The complexity of the 3-dimensional simple abstract Voronoi diagram of n sites is O(n2). 
Proof. First we prove by induction that the edges of any non-empty Voronoi region is isomorphic to 
a connected planar graph• The claim can easily be seen to be true for n = 4. Assume that the claim 
is true for n - 1. Then, inserting the nth site, Lemma 6 implies that the edges of any non-empty 
Voronoi region of the new diagram must also be connected. In addition using Definition 4(2)(a), the 
claim follows• Consider the Voronoi region of an arbitrary site p. Observe that, by Lemma 6, any 
bisector B(p, q) contributes at most once to separating the p-region with any other q-region. Hence 
the p-region has at most n - 1 faces. Moreover, by Definition 4(2)(b), each vertex of the p-region has 
degree 3. Therefore, by Euler's formula, the p-region has at most O(n) edges and vertices. There are 
at most n Voronoi regions, the lemma immediately follows• [] 
4. Computing the intersection of a new region with an edge 
As in the previous section let R C S with cx~ E R, IRI/> 4 and u E S \ R. 
Definition 10. Let e be an edge of V(R). 
1. We say that u intersects e with respect o R if e A VR(u, R U {u}) ¢ 0. 
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Fig. 8. Two possibilities for the intersection of an edge and the new region. 
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Fig. 9. Point P is a pqrs-vertex, point Q is a prqt-vertex. Curve segment PQ is a pqrst-edge. 
2. Let v be an endpoint of e. We say that u clips e at v with respect o R if e N VR(u, R U {u}) 
contains a connected component incident o v. 
4.1. Characterizing the edges 
Definition l l .  Let p, q, r and s be four distinct sites in R. We call a vertex x of V(R)  a pqrs-vertex 
if x is incident o the p-, q-, r- and s-region, and x is the startpoint of the oriented edge defined by 
p, q, r where the orientation is by the mathematical "opening bottle" rule as shown in Fig. 9. 
An edge e of V(R)  that is defined by sites p, q and r E R is called a pqrst-edge, for some sites 
s, t E R, if the endpoints of e consists of a pqrs-vertex and a prqt-vertex. 
Note that pqr~-  and prq~o-vertices are distinct, although they are defined by the same set of sites. 
Lemma 12. Let p, q, r and s be four distinct sites in R. Then V(R)  contains at most one pqrs-vertex 
and at most one edge incident o the p-, q-, r-region and to that vertex. 
Proof. Each pqrs-vertex is contained in B(p, q, r, s), which consists of at most two points; the orienta- 
tion of the edge defined by the sites p, q and r in the ordering pqr identifies which one. Hence, there is 
at most one pqrs-vertex. The proof of the second part of the claim follows from Definition 4(2)(b). [] 
We now adapt he basic result [14, Lemma 4] to our 3-space case. 
Lemma 13. Let e be a pqrst-edge of V(R) .  Then, for all R' C R with {p, q, r, 8, t} C R', the point 
set e is also a pqrst-edge of V(R~). Furthermore, for any u C S \ R, holds 
en vR (u, nu  (u}) = en  VR n'  u {u}).  
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Proof. For any w E R' c R holds VR(w, R) C VR(w, R'). Hence, the point set e, which is incident 
to the Voronoi regions of p, q, r, s and t with respect o R', is also incident to their Voronoi 
regions with respect o R/. Thus, the incidence relations between e and these Voronoi regions do 
not change. Therefore, e is also a pqrst-edge of V(R'). Let u E S \ R. Using VR(u, R U {u}) C 
VR(u, R' U {u}), we clearly obtain e N VR(u, R U {u}) C e n VR(u, R' U {u}). For the proof of 
the converse, i.e., e N VR(u, R 'U  {u}) C e n VR(u, R U {u}), let x E e n VR(u, R' U {u}) be 
arbitrary. Since e is a pqrst-edge of V(R), there are arbitrarily small neighbourhoods U of x so that 
U \ e C VR(p, R) U VR(q, R) U VR(r, R). Since x is a point of the closure of VR(u, R' U {u}), 
for each such U there is a point y E U \ e satisfying y E VR(u, R' U {u}). Moreover, from y E 
U \ e C VR(p, R) U VR(q, R) U VR(r, R) follows V E VR(p, R') U VR(q, R') U VR(r, R'). Thus, 
y e D(u,p) U D(u,q) U D(u,r). This together with y • VR(p, R) U VR(q,R) U VR(r, R) implies 
y • VR(u, R U (u}). Since U has been chosen arbitrarily small, the claim x • VR(u, R U {u}) 
follows. [] 
Lemmas 12 and 13 state that a pqrst-edge of V(R) is also the unique pqrst-edge of V({p, q, r, s, t}), 
and that the intersection of the pqrs~-edge and the u-region with respect either to R U {u} or to 
{p, q, r, s, t, u} are identical. This observation is fundamental in defining the basic operation for the 
incremental gorithm in the next section. 
4.2. The basic operation 
Input: A 6-tuple (p, q, r, s, t, u) so that V({p, q, r, s, t}) contains apqrst-edge  and u ¢ {p, q, r, s, t}. 
Output: The structure of 
e n {p, q,r, 8,t, u}), 
which is one of the following. 
1. EMPTY: intersection is empty; 
2. intersection is non-empty and consists of a single component: 
(a) ENTIRE_EDGE: e itself, 
(b) SEGMENT_l: a segment of e incident o the pqrs-endpoint, 
(c) SEGMENT_2: a segment of e incident o the prqt-endpoint. 
Note that, by Lemma 8, the output of the basic operation covers all the cases that may occur. 
5. The algorithm 
To describe the algorithm, we need some more notations. If e is a pqrst-edge then we call the tuple 
pqrst the description of e, denoted D(e); let u E S \ {p, q, r, s, t}, then we say that site u intersects 
D(e) if e n VR(u, {p, q, r, s, t, u}) ¢ (~. The algorithm constructs the simple abstract Voronoi diagram 
incrementally. It starts with four sites e<z, p, q and r, where p, q, r are chosen from S \ {oc} 
randomly. The algorithm then adds the remaining sites in random order. We maintain the following 
data structures. 
1. The Voronoi diagram V(R). To store V(R) we use the incidence graph. 
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2. The history graph 7-/(R). The history graph is a rooted directed acyclic graph. Its vertex set consists 
of a particular vertex, called source, and the descriptions of all the Voronoi edges that have appeared 
at some stage of the algorithm. 
We maintain the following history-graph invariants. 
1. Each vertex of 7-/(R) has outdegree of at most 4. The vertices that correspond to the edges of V(R) 
have outdegree 0, i.e., they are the leaves of 7-{(R). 
2. Each edge e of V(R) is linked to its description D(e). 
3. For each site u E S \ R and each leaf D of ~(R)  that is intersected by u, there is a path from the 
source of 7-/(R) to D so that the path visits only vertices that are intersected by u. 
5.1. Determining the intersected edges 
Let Eu be the set of edges of V(R) that are intersected by u. Let A denote the set of vertices of 
7-/(R) that are intersected by u. The following lemma shows that, using the history graph, Eu can be 
found quickly. 
Lemma 14. The set t~, can be found in time O([A[). 
Proof. Starting from the source of 7-/(R), we search all vertices of 7-((R) that are intersected by u. 
Observe that, by the history-graph invariant 1, the outdegree of 7-/(R) is bounded by 4, and that, using 
the basic operation, we can test in constant time whether a vertex of 7-((R) is intersected by u. Hence 
the search needs O([A]) time. Moreover, the history-graph invariant 3 ensures that the set of all leaves 
of 7-/(R) that are intersected by u is found. By the history-graph invariant 2 and Lemma 13, this set 
is the set E~. [] 
5.2. Updating the simple abstract Voronoi diagram 
Define 
Vdeleted := {x Ix E Vert(R) and all edges incident o v are clipped at v by u}, 
VunchangeJ := {x Ix E Vert(R) and no edge incident o x is clipped at x by u}, 
Vnew := {x l x ~ Vert(R) and x is endpoint of e \ H for some e E Eu}. 
Lemma 15. Vert(R U {u}) = Vunchanged U Vnew. 
Proof. Each vertex v of V(R U {u}) is an endpoint of an edge e of V(R U {u}). Furthermore, there 
is an edge 9 of V(R) so that e C 9. Hence, either v is an endpoint of 9 or v lies in 9. In the first case, 
by simplicity, we have v n ~ = ~, so v E Vunchanged. In the second case, v is an endpoint of e \ 9,  
thus v E Vnew. [] 
Lemma 16. Let v be a pqrs-vertex of V(R) so that, after adding site u, we have v E Vunchanged- Then, 
for all sufficiently small neighborhoods U of v, holds U N V(R) = U N V(R U {u}). In particular, 
v is a pqrs-vertex of V(R U {u}). 
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Fig. 10. (a) Constructing a new edge e*. (b) Constructing a new face F. 
Proof. Since v E Vunchanged, no edge of V(R) incident o v is clipped at v by u, i.e., for all sufficiently 
small neighborhoods of v, holds U N V(R) N L/ C {v}. Hence, by Lemma 5 and observing that 
V(R) N b/cannot consist of a single point (which is a consequence of the definition of simplicity), 
U N V(R) GL/= 0. Thus, U N V(R) = U n V(R  U {u}). [] 
Lemma 17. Given Eu, then V(R  U {u}) can be constructed from V(R) in time O(IEu[). 
Proof. Clearly the sets Vdeleted and Vnew can be determined from E~, in time O(IE~[). Let v be a 
new vertex that lies in an edge e intersected by u. Suppose e is defined by sites p, q and r. We first 
show how to construct he face separating p- and u-region. Suppose e borders face f separating p- 
and q-region, see Fig. 10(a). Starting with e, we trace the sequence of edges of f that are intersected 
by u until we reach another new vertex v ~ that lies in an edge e ~ of f ;  Lemma 6 ensures that we 
find v ~. Knowing v and v ~, we can construct the new edge e* joining v and v ~ (if e* was not already 
created by this procedure performed at some stage before), and consequently the new face f~, which 
is f _~ L/. We repeat he procedure above for the next face separating p-region and some s-region and 
adjacent to the face previously considered until the vertex v is reached, which is ensured because the 
face separating p and u is homeomorphic to a disk. In this way, we obtain the boundary, and thus, the 
new face separating p- and u-region, say F,  as shown in Fig. 10(b). 
It is easy to see that, using the construction above, we can determine all faces of u-region, and thus, 
build V(R U {u}) visiting each edge intersected by u at most three times (see also Lemma 7). [] 
5.3. Updating the history graph 
To characterize the new vertices of 7-/(R U {u}), i.e., vertices that are not present in ~ (R), we 
need some definitions. An edge e of V(R U {u}) is said to be new if it is not a subset of any edge of 
V(R), shortened if it is a proper subset of some edge of V(R), see Fig. l l(a). 
Lemma 18. Let e be a shortened edge of V(R  U {u}), let e' be the edge of V(R) with e C e', and 
let w E S \ (R U {u}) intersect e with respect o R U {u}. Then w intersects e' with respect o R. 
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Fig. 11. (b) Description D(e') has 4 children in the history graph 7ff(R U {u}). 
Proof [14, Lemma 12]. Since VR(w, R U {w}) ~ VR(w, R U {at, w}) we get e 'nVR(w,  R U {w}) 
e N VR(w, R U {at, w}) ¢ 0. This proves the lemma. [] 
Let e be a new edge of V(R U {u}) with endpoints xl and x2. Then Xl and x2 are in Vnew. Let 
p, q C _R such that e is incident o p-, q- and at-region in V(R U {at}). Let f be the face of V(R) 
separating p- and q-region. Call el and e2 the edges of V(R) that border f and contain xl and x2, 
respectively. Let 7 ~ be the path in bd f  N H connecting 371 and x2. 
Lemma 19. Let w E S \ (R U {at}), and let w intersect e with respect o R U {at}. Then w intersects, 
with respect o R, either el or e2 or one of the edges of V(R) contained in 7 9. 
Proof. By contradiction. For this purpose, assume that w does not intersect any edge E {el, e2} U 
with respect o R. Since w intersects e, an 37 E e n VR(w, R U {at, w}) c e N VR(w, R U {w}) 
exists. By the contradiction assumption, w does not intersect el, therefore, for all sufficiently small 
neighborhoods U(zl) of zl, holds VR(w, RU {w})n U(Zl) = 0, which implies VR(w, RU {at, w})N 
U(zl) = 0, by using VR(w,R U {at, w}) c VR(w,R U {w}). Similarly, for all sufficiently small 
neighborhoods U(37z) of z2, holds VR(w, R U {at, w}) N U(z2) = ~. 
Note that f \ H is the face of V(R U {at}) that separates VR(p, R U {at}) and VR(q, R U {at}), 
and by Lemma 6 and Observation 1, it is simply-connected. By the definition of el and e2 there 
t ' of V(R U {at}) so that e 1 c el and e~ C e2, and that Zl and 372 are are unique edges e~l and e 2 
their endpoints, respectively. Continuing the reasoning above, there is a sufficiently small wedge at Zl 
formed by e and el, see Fig. 12, so that the points in this wedge belong to ( f \H) \VR(w,  R U {u, w}). 
Similarly, there is a sufficiently small wedge at 372 formed by e and e~ so that their points belong also 
to ( f  \ H) \ VR(w, R U {at, w}). By Lemma 6 and Observation 1, the set ( f  \ H) \ VR(w, R U {at, w}) 
is connected. Hence, there is a path Q connecting 371 and 372 SO that Q \ {371,372} is contained 
in (f  \ H ) \  VR(w, RU{at, w}). Clearly, after removing at, the set Q \ {371,372} is contained in 
f \ VR(w, R U {w}). Point z E VR(w, R U {w}) lies in the interior of the cycle 371 o ;o o 37 2 o Q, 
contradicting the fact that f \ VR(w, R U {w}) is simply-connected. [] 
Lemma 20. Given F-,u, then 7-[ (RU {u}) can be constructed from V ( R) and 7-L ( t~) in time 0 ([E~I). 
Proof. Suppose E~ is given, we construct 7-[ (R U {at}) from V(R) and 7-/(R) as follows. 
• For each shortened edge e of V(R U {at}), let e' be the edge of V(R) with e C e', we add to the 
history graph the edge (D(e'), D(e)). 
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Fig. 12. Defining the path T ) and the edges et and E2. (In this figure, p, q ¢ ~. )  
• For each new edge e of V(R U {u}), let the set {el, e2} U 7 9 be defined as for Lemma 19, we add 
to the history graph the edges (D(e'), D(e)) for all e' in {el, e2} U 79. 
We show that the history graph invariants hold for H (R U {u}). Updating the history graph as above, 
only leaves of 7-/(R) can get edges to new children. We show that each leaf of 7-/(R) can get at most 
four edges to new children. Suppose e t is an edge of V(R). Only three cases can occur. 
Case 1. If e' remains an edge of V(RU {u}), then the construction above did not add to the history 
graph any edge out of D(et). 
Case 2. There is a shortened edge e of V(R U {u}) so that e C e ~. Since e t is contained in sets of 
the form {e], e2} U 79, as el or e2, three times, and D(e') is parent of D(e), the outdegree of D(e') 
is four; see Fig. 11. 
Case 3. e' C H. Since e' is contained in sets of the form 79 three times, the outdegree of D(e') is 
three. [] 
6. Expected running time and space 
Let the algorithm add the sites of S according to a sequence s ] , . . . ,  sn of distinct sites of S. Define 
S j to be the set of the first j added sites, S j = {81,. . . ,  sj}. Assume that S n is a random permutation 
of S. Let fo(r, S) denote the expected size of .T0(R) for random subsets R c S of size r, where 
9t0(R) denotes the set of leaves of 7-l(R). 
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Theorem 21. The simple abstract Voronoi diagram V(S) of n sites in 3-space can be computed by 
a randomized algorithm in O(n 2) expected time and O(n 2) expected space. Furthermore, the rth site 
can be inserted in O(r) expected time. 
Proof. By [3, Corollary 2.5], the expected running time of the randomized incremental construction 
is O(}--~j~__l fo(Ln/jJ, S)). Moreover, since 5c'0(R) is bounded by the size of V(R), which is O(r 2) by 
Lemma 9, we have fo(r, S) = O(r2). This implies the claimed time bound. 
By [3, Theorem 2.4], the expected size of the history graph is O(}-]j~=l f0( Ln/jJ, S)/j). Hence, by 
observing that the size of the Voronoi diagram is bounded by the size of the history graph and by 
using fo(r, S) = O(r2), the claimed space bound follows. 
Applying [3, Lemma 2.3], the expected time for inserting the r-object in the history graph 7-/(R r - l )  
is O((1/n)~j~=l fo(Ln/jJ, S)). Since fo(r, S) - -  O(r2), the claimed time bound for insertion fol- 
lows. [] 
7. Applications 
1. Power diagrams. Power diagrams in higher dimensions have been thoroughly investigated by 
Aurenhammer [1]. In 3-space, our algorithm is just another one to compute power diagrams within 
O(n 2) resource bounds. 
2. Ellipsoid distance functions. Previously, to compute Voronoi diagrams under ellipsoid distance 
functions one first transforms the sites to new ones using a certain affine mapping, computes the 
Euclidean Voronoi diagram of the new sites, and then inversely transforms the computed iagram to 
one under the corresponding symmetric ellipsoid distance function. The final diagram is obtained by 
using a mapping analogous to [21, Proposition 6]. In contrast to this method, our algorithm constructs 
Voronoi diagrams under ellipsoid distance functions "directly". 
Lemma 22. Let d be an ellipsoid distance function in 3-space. Let S be a set of n points that is 
non-degenerate with respect to d. Then, the system of bisectors B(p, q) under the distance function d, 
with distinct p, q E S, is simple. 
Proof. By [15, Theorem 8], each bisector B(p, q) is the graph of a smooth real function defined 
on a plane. By [15, Theorem 9], each pair of bisectors B(p, q) and B(q, r) intersect ransversely 
in a bi-infinite curve. A simple calculation shows that there is exactly one homothetic ellipsoid that 
passes through the affinely independent points p, q, r, s E S. Therefore ]B(p, q, r, s)] = 1. Using [15, 
Lemma 7], it can be shown that B(p, q, r) and B(p, s) intersect ransversely iff Bosym(P, q, r) and 
Bdsym(P, 8) do ,  where dsym denotes the distance function defined by the same ellipsoid but having 
the symmetry center as its center, and BOsym("" .)'s denote the sets B( . . . )  under the distance dsym 
as defined in Definition 4(1). Observing that bisectors under dsym are planes, so if Bdsym(P, q, r) and 
Bdsym(P, s) wouldn't intersect ransversely then they would have a whole line in common, which is 
impossible due to the fact that through p, q, r, s there is exactly one ellipsoid passing through them. 
The other definitions for a simple system of bisectors are also fulfilled (details are omitted). [] 
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How large is, within the class of convex distance functions, the subclass of those that give rise to 
simple systems of bisectors? To answer this question, we will need the following result of Goodey 
[10, Theorem 4]. 
Theorem 23 (Goodey). Let K1 and K2 be convex bodies in D-space, with D >>, 3. Then the inter- 
section of bd K1 and bd K~ is contained in a hyperplane for all translates K~ of I(2 with K1 ¢ K~ 
if and only if KI and K2 are homothetic ellipsoids. 
We are now in a position to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 24. Let d be a convex distance function in D-space whose unit-sphere is not an ellipsoid, 
with D >1 3. Then there are D + 1 affinely independent points Pl,. . . ,PD+I so that the cardinality of 
B (p l , . . . ,pD+I )  is >~ 2. 
Proof. Let K1 and K2 be full d-spheres. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that, for all translates 
K~ of K2 which satisfy E'I ¢ K~ and bd K, N bd K~ ¢ 0, the set bd K1 • bd K~ is contained in 
some hyperplane. Then, Theorem 23 implies that K1 and/ (2  are (homothetic) ellipsoids, a contra- 
diction. Hence, there is a translate K~ of K2 that satisfes K1 # K~ and bd K1 N bd K~ ¢ 0 so 
that bd K1 N bd K~ is not contained in any hyperplane. Clearly, bd K1 A bd K~ must contain D + 1 
affinely independent points, denoted P l , . . . ,PD+I -  Since bd K1 and bd K~ pass through these points 
and bd K1 ¢ bd K~, the lemma follows. [] 
This result indicates that exactly ellipsoid distance functions give rise (in general) to simple systems 
of bisectors. Note that, in the plane, systems of bisectors induced by smooth convex distance functions 
are simple [ 11 ] (with a notion of simplicity similar to the 3-dimensional case). 
3. Hausdorff distance. The Hausdorff distance from a point z E R 3 to a segment s is defined to be 
dH(z, s) = max{Iz -- yl; y E s}, see [19, 3.7.3]. Let S be a set of parallel segments all having the 
same length, and let S be non-degenerate under dH. Then it can be shown that the arising system of 
bisectors under dH is simple (details are omitted). Thus, our algorithm computes the Voronoi diagram 
of S under the Hausdorff distance in expected time O(n 2) using O(n 2) expected space. 
8. Conclusion 
Extending the ideas in [14,18], we have developed an algorithm to compute the 3-dimensional 
simple abstract Voronoi diagram of n sites in O(n 2) expected time using O(n 2) expected space. We 
have presented three models for the simple abstract Voronoi diagram: power diagrams, diagrams under 
any ellipsoid distance function, and diagrams under the Hausdorff distance of sites that are parallel 
segments all having the same length. 
Our results suggest some natural questions. First, is it possible to extend our approach to the case 
that B(p, q, r) consists of an arbitrary number of bi-infinite curves, as illustrated in Fig. 13, and 
B(p, q, r, s) consists of an arbitrary number of points? Such diagrams include Voronoi diagrams of 
points in general position under convex distance functions that are different from the ellipsoid ones. 
Finally, the case of non-crossing but touching bisectors hould also be investigated in order to include 
degenerate systems of bisectors. 
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Fig. 13. The connected components ofB(p, q, r) are shown by thick lines. (a) The bisector B(q, r) is symmetric to B(p, r) 
w.r.p, to B(p, q) and is not shown. (b) The Voronoi regions of p, q and r. 
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